
The Abandoned Husband Dominates  

1381 Donovan Cross’ Eight Levels of Stairs 

Everyone knew that Donovan and Levana were engaged but the two of 
them were not officially married yet. If Donovan Cross suddenly found 
out that his soon-to-be wife had given birth to a child with another man 
after a long ‘trip’ as a mortal, wouldn’t he be furious? 

From Donovan’s aura in the Howards, it was obvious that his strength 
was greater than the family. 

As such, if Donovan were to become angry, no one would be able to 
stop him. Even Levana might not be his match. At that time, something 
might happen to Chloe. Even Victoria, Moon Maiden, and the people 
Levana brought from Earth might be implicated! 

Moon Maiden realized how serious the problem was and pushed Victoria 
out from behind. 

Victoria was pushed to Chloe’s side. She was a smart woman and 
understood what the Moon Maiden meant. She quickly said, “Mr. 
Donovan, I am Chloe’s mother. I’m sorry, children don’t know the rules.” 

While speaking, Victoria tried to carry Chloe down from her seat. 

However, Donovan stopped her and continued to ask Chloe. “Little one, 
is she your mother?” 

Chloe was a little afraid of Donovan and nodded nervously. 

The group heaved a sigh of relief. Luckily, she was Chloe’s godmother 
and could be considered a mother. Chloe wasn’t lying. 

Donovan smiled. “Yes, children don’t lie.” 

Then, Donovan stood up and walked out of the door. “Levana, come out 
for a little.” 
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Everyone was worried again. They didn’t know why Donovan Cross 
called Levana out. 

Even Levana’s parents and elder brother walked out. 

Donovan stood in the courtyard confidently and turned around to look at 
Levana. He said, “Levana, it’s been decades since we last met. I’ll test 
your strength on behalf of my good friend.” 

Hearing Donovan mention “that good friend”, Levana couldn’t help but 
feel a little awkward and shy. 

Seeing that Donovan wanted to fight Levana, Mike Baylor and the others 
couldn’t help but become excited. They also wanted to know how 
powerful this arrogant Donovan Cross was. 

What was it like when the experts of this world fought? 

However, Levana replied coldly, “I’m very tired. I don’t want to fight.” 

Donovan also had a tender heart for women. “If you don’t want to fight, 
then just climb the stairs.” 

Mike Baylor and the others were confused. “Why did he ask Master to 
climb the stairs? Is this a form of corporal punishment?” 

Moon Maiden was also very displeased. “Damn it, even if he’s her 
fiance, what right does he have to punish our Master like this? It’s simply 
a humiliation. He definitely wants our Master to climb the stairs in a very 
embarrassing posture. Men on Earth love to use such dirty methods!” 

Grannus originally disdained to communicate with the people of Earth, 
but when he heard this, he couldn’t help but say, “What are you low-level 
bumpkins shouting for? What humiliation and corporal punishment? This 
is the Howards. Who dares to humiliate our family? Climbing the stairs is 
a cultivation technique that Donovan created himself. It can test the 
opponent’s strength. The different levels of the stairs represent the 
corresponding strength. Donovan just wants to see if Levana’s strength 
has deteriorated. That’s because he’s concerned!” 



Hearing Grannus’s explanation, Mike Baylor quickly apologized. “I see. 
Thank you for your explanation!” 

As he spoke, Donovan had already waved his right hand, and a dazzling 
staircase suddenly appeared in front of everyone. 

“Wow, these stairs are so realistic! They look so real!” 

“Be bold, Victoria. If Master and Jordan can create something out of 
nothing, Donovan Cross can definitely do the same. This is a real 
staircase, the kind that can be stepped on.” 

“It’s like an elevator into heaven! It’s so dreamy and magical. Although I 
don’t understand it, I feel that it contains a magical immortal technique!” 

“Moon Maiden, you’re too pretentious. Grannus Howard already said just 
now that this staircase can test a person’s strength level. It definitely 
contains a magical immortal technique or technology.” 

“Mike Baylor, you can’t rest unless you insult people, can you?” 

Crack, crack, crack. 

Emily and Rong Bingshao had already picked up their phones and 
started taking photos and videos. 

Seeing that Emily and Rong Bingshao were taking photos, the Howards 
and Donovan Cross did not stop them or get angry. The others also 
secretly took out their equipment and recorded it. However, their 
equipment was more advanced and less conspicuous. 

Although Donovan’s “stairs” had been built, Levana still stood where she 
was, looking very hesitant. 

Donovan Cross said, “Why? You don’t even dare to go up these stairs? 
If my good friend knew, he probably wouldn’t believe that this is a 
disciple he taught.” 

Hearing this, Levana was a little angry. “Enough, stop talking. I’ll go! But 
you have to be careful. I’m afraid you’ll be crushed by me.” 



At this moment, Grannus spoke again and said to Mike Baylor and the 
others, “I’ll explain it to you people from low-level planets again. 
Donovan’s stairs can carry and test cultivators below his strength with 
his spiritual power building. However, once the cultivator’s strength is 
about the same or far greater than his, the stairs will suffer a heavy 
setback and it can directly affect Donovan. That’s what my sister meant.” 

Donovan Cross smirked. “Come on, darling. I like being overwhelmed by 
you.” 

Levana rolled her eyes at Donovan Cross and jumped up to the third 
staircase. 

Mike Baylor counted the stairs. There were exactly eight levels. 
Coincidentally, Levana had just said that the cultivation level here was 
also eight levels. 

Mike Baylor asked again, “Grannus, don’t these eight steps represent 
the eight realms of the Celestial King Planet? Now that our master is 
stepping on the third step, does it represent the strength of a Scholar?” 

Grannus nodded. “That’s right. Each step represents a realm. My sister 
has long become a grandmaster. It’s easy for her to jump to the third 
level.” 

Mike Baylor continued to ask, “Then Donovan can test eight realms. 
Does that mean that he has already reached the eighth realm? Has he 
already become an Immortal King?” 

Although Mike Baylor, Moon Maiden, and Victoria came from a low-level 
blue planet like Earth, they were not stupid. They were all extremely 
smart people on Earth. 

In some aspects, they were not inferior to Grannus. 

Unexpectedly, at this moment, Levana’s father, Hathor, took the initiative 
to say, “He’s just putting on an act. Donovan Cross has only tested his 
ability to the Unrivaled Realm. Even having Unrivaled Realm cultivators 
stepping on his stairs would affect him greatly. The three flights of stairs 



at the back are all fake, and they are made for show. If there’s really an 
Esteemed powerhouse stepping on his stairs, he might be trampled to 
death!” 

1382 It’s Jordan! 

Hathor explained to everyone and exposed Donovan’s vain side. If it 
weren’t for Hathor’s help, Mike Baylor, Victoria, and the other 
newcomers from Earth would definitely think that Donovan was the 
strongest in the world when they saw his glorious and dignified side. 

Victoria looked at the serious and disdainful Hathor and was surprised. 
“Lauren’s father doesn’t seem to like Donovan Cross. From Donovan’s 
appearance and family background, it’s obvious he’s a high-class 
aristocrat on Celestial King Planet. If even her father is against it, why 
did he arrange for the two of them to get married? Could it be that their 
marriage wasn’t arranged by Lauren’s father?” 

Victoria was indeed a smart woman. She had only been on the Celestial 
King Planet for an hour and didn’t know many things. However, from the 
conversation between the family members, their expressions, and 
attitudes, one could surmise many things. 

On Earth, there were many times when a daughter didn’t want to marry a 
tall, rich, and handsome man of equal social status, but her parents 
forced her to marry him. 

However, this was clearly not the case for Levana and Donovan Cross. 
The current situation was that Levana did not like Donovan, and neither 
did Levana’s father. 

Therefore, the only possibility was that this marriage was not arranged 
by the Howards, but by some other party. She must have regretted it. 
Apart from her brother, the rest of the family did not approve of the 
marriage too. 

Seeing Hathor’s evaluation of Donovan, Rong Bingshao became 
unscrupulous. 



Rong Bingshao whispered to Emily beside him, “I can tell at a glance 
that Donovan Cross likes to show off! Real experts are like Jordan. The 
more powerful they are, the more they hide their strength. Then, at the 
critical moment, they intimidate people and they’re left speechless. The 
less capable they are, the more they show off.” 

Emily nodded repeatedly. “Bingshao, I think the same as you, and I don’t 
like Donovan Cross either. He’s so arrogant, and he doesn’t even look at 
us. When he looks at Levana, you can tell that he looks down on her. He 
touches her like she’s his pet. However, even if he’s annoying, he is 
definitely strong. Levana is above the Grandmaster level, so he must be 
at least an Unrivaled.” 

Rong Bingshao snorted in disdain. “An Unrivaled is nothing. When I 
officially start to cultivate, I will surpass him very soon!” 

Emily’s eyes were filled with surprise. “Bingshao, you’re also confident in 
reaching the Unrivaled level?” 

Rong Bingshao said, “I’ve already reached that level.” 

Emily was confused. “When did you become an Unrivaled?” 

Rong Bingshao said, “In your country’s Honor of Kings, I’ve been an 
Unrivaled for half a season, the LOL Master Extraordinary!” 

Emily was speechless. “Uh…” 

Emily had thought that Rong Bingshao was talking about cultivation, but 
it turned out to be a game. In terms of game ranking, Emily was still a 
King of Glory, and she was even a local server’s rich female player. 

In the distance, Donovan Cross seemed to have heard Hathor’s 
evaluation of him. He said with an ugly expression, “Father-in-law, I’m 
already an Unrivaled and about to enter the Glory realm. Even if Levana 
is an Unrivaled and interferes in my ascension, it can’t affect me at all. If 
you don’t believe me, just watch! 

“Levana, continue!” 



Donovan Cross held his breath and waited for Levana to continue 
climbing up the ranks. 

Levana was currently on the third step of the ranks, which was the level 
of a scholar. She paused for a moment before taking a step forward and 
stepping on the fourth step! 

This seemingly simple action was extremely difficult for Levana. 

Even though Levana’s two pink shoes were already on the fourth step, 
she seemed to be swaying left and right, unable to stand firmly. 

Donovan Cross was instantly shocked. “Levana, why can’t you even 
stand steadily on the Grandmaster Staircase? Before you left, you 
clearly entered the Unrivaled Realm.” 

At the side, the Moon Maiden hurriedly went forward and explained, “My 
master has just returned from another planet. She must be very tired. In 
addition, she released her power into the Immortal Lake previously. 
Before she came, she just retracted our powers. In addition, it has only 
been about a week since she awakened. It’s normal that she hasn’t 
recovered to her original level.” 

Only then did Donovan Cross look at the Moon Maiden and say to her, 
“Why do you look so much like Levana? Did you do it on purpose?” 

The Moon Maiden replied, “Yes, Mr. Donovan. As I worship Levana, I 
underwent plastic surgery to… Ah…” 

As the Moon Maiden spoke, she suddenly felt a strange wind invade her 
face. In an instant, the wind distorted one side of her face. 

The one casting the spell was Donovan Cross. “You don’t deserve to be 
so beautiful. In this world, only those with high cultivation powers are 
worthy of being beautiful.” 

After Donovan Cross’s transformation, the Moon Maiden had become a 
half ugly and half beautiful woman. 



Hearing Donovan Cross’s words, Victoria tightly held Emily’s hand. The 
two of them were so scared that they didn’t dare to raise their heads! 

The two of them were considered beauties. If Donovan Cross also 
disfigured them, it would be terrible! 

However, the two of them did not deliberately undergo plastic surgery to 
look like Levana. As such, Donovan Cross did not seem to be in the 
mood to punish them. 

Meanwhile Levana, who was standing on the stairs, did not dare to say 
anything to Donovan Cross. 

Donovan Cross said coldly, “Continue. Even if your ability has just 
recovered, you should be able to last for ten seconds on the fifth step. 
You only need to last for ten seconds.” 

Levana gritted her teeth. She knew that Donovan Cross’s words would 
force her to do it. It was useless to refute. 

Hence, she forcefully stepped onto the fifth step. 

BANG! 

In an instant, Levana was sent flying by the power of the fifth step. She 
was sent flying more than ten meters away and even spat out blood! 

“Mommy!” 

“Master!” 

“Levana!” 

Everyone rushed over to check on Levana. 

However, Donovan Cross was the fastest. He flew to Levana’s side first. 
When he saw Levana vomiting blood, he showed no mercy. He knew 
that her injuries would not be too serious. 



Instead, he grabbed Levana and questioned her, “Why did you lose a 
portion of your ability?! This isn’t your full strength before you left! That 
ugly monster just said that you leaked your ability into the lake and 
distributed it to others. Did you not take back your ability?” 

The Moon Maiden and the others caught up to him and said, “That’s 
impossible. Before we came, Master summoned us all to the Immortal 
Lake. From the highest golden level powers to the lowest green level 
powers, we returned them all to Master.” 

However, Mike Baylor rolled his eyes. “No, there’s someone who hasn’t 
arrived!” 

Victoria asked. “Is it Randall? I didn’t see him that day.” 

Mike Baylor explained, “Randall is my disciple. I’ve already asked him to 
return his ability to Master in advance. That day, there was still a golden 
mutant who wasn’t there!” 

Victoria, Moon Maiden, and the others all understood who Mike Baylor 
was referring to. 

“Jordan!” 

1383 Kill Jordan! 

Victoria, Mike Baylor, and the Moon Maiden looked at Levana at the 
same time. Could it be that Levana only took away their abilities and not 
Jordan’s? 

If Levana still had feelings for Jordan, she might have done so! 

Due to Donovan Cross’s existence on the Celestial King Planet, Levana 
could not bring Jordan over. Judging by the situation, when she 
returned, Jordan would be killed by Donovan Cross on the day she 
brought him back! 



Due to her indebtedness, Levana did not take away Jordan’s ability so 
that he could continue to have the ability to create something out of 
nothing and live a carefree life on Earth. 

At this moment, Donovan Cross had a rough idea of what was going on. 
He looked at Levana and asked, “Who is the golden mutant they are 
talking about? Why did you not take back that person’s ability? What is 
your relationship with him?” 

At this moment, Chloe saw that Levana had been injured by Donovan 
Cross and was being interrogated by him. She quickly ran over and 
pushed Donovan Cross’s leg away. “Let go of my Mommy! My Daddy is 
a golden mutant. How dare you bully my Mommy? My Daddy won’t let 
you off!” 

“Chloe, shut up!” 

Victoria quickly covered Chloe’s mouth to stop her from continuing. 

At this moment, Donovan Cross’s expression suddenly changed. He 
stared at Levana, “She called you… Mommy?” 

Seeing that her secret had been exposed, Levana did not hide it 
anymore. She pushed Donovan Cross away and said, “Yes, she is my 
daughter from Planet Blue. I was married and had children there.” 

When Donovan Cross heard this, he felt as if he had been struck by 
lightning! 

Donovan Cross took a step back. His face was pale as he felt the impact 
of being cuckolded rock his mind. He questioned in disbelief and anger, 
“Levana! Do you even know what you’re doing?! You’re a heavenly 
prodigy who stepped into the Unrivaled realm at the age of 200 on 
Celestial King Planet, but you’ve actually fallen to the point of going to a 
low-level Planet Blue to marry a man there and have his children! 

“Everyone in the world knows that you, Levana, are my fiancée. Have 
you considered my feelings?” 



“No,” Levana said simply. 

Donovan Cross was speechless. “You…” 

Levana explained, “When I went to the Planet Blue, I was in a bad mood. 
I even thought of ending my life. After I arrived there, I removed all my 
abilities and memories and turned into an ordinary person. When I 
married Chloe’s father, I didn’t have Levana’s consciousness at all, so I 
didn’t know about your existence.” 

Donovan Cross shouted angrily, “Why didn’t you add a setting when you 
turned into a mortal! You could have done that! Was it because of 
Xavier? You were angry that your master, whom you had always had a 
crush on, gave you to me, so you were angry and let your precious body 
be ruined by a beggar from Planet Blue!” 

Xavier? 

Master? 

Victoria and the others heard another important piece of information. It 
seemed that this man called Xavier was Levana’s master, and he was 
the person that Levana had a crush on! 

Levana was very embarrassed and replied, “Enough! Stop talking! 
Everything was planned by you! If it weren’t for you, I wouldn’t have 
become like this!” 

Donovan Cross snorted coldly, “I asked you to become the disciple of 
the youngest and most popular half-immortal on the Celestial King 
Planet, and you advanced to the Unrivaled Realm in just two hundred 
years. It’s fine if you’re not grateful, but you actually blame me? If I 
hadn’t chosen you when you were a minor, would you have achieved 
what you have today just because of your Grandmaster parents? 

“Hmph, you’re the one who’s greedy and delusional. You actually want 
to marry my good friend, Xavier. Xavier is the dream partner of all the 
women in the Celestial King Planet. How dare your small Howard family 
dream of such a thing? It’s out of your league!” 



Hearing Donovan Cross’s mockery of the Howard family, Hathor said 
angrily, “We don’t care about the status of Xavier! We don’t even care 
about your status, Donovan Cross! Since you look down on the Howards 
so much, don’t marry her!” 

Donovan Cross chuckled and flung his long sleeves. “Hahaha, how can 
it be so easy for me to give up on your daughter? Do you know how 
much effort and resources I spent to introduce Levana to Xavier? Now 
that she has reached the Unrivaled Realm, how can she not be of use to 
me!” 

Emily could not stand it anymore and could not help but say, “But 
Levana already has a husband and even has a child with Jordan. You 
don’t mind?” 

Just as Emily opened her mouth, Victoria quickly covered her mouth and 
stopped her from continuing. 

Victoria quickly bowed and apologized. “She is my younger sister and is 
immature. Please don’t blame her, Mr. Donovan!” 

Donovan Cross looked at Emily contemptuously. Fortunately, the people 
from Earth were not worthy of his attention. He would not be angry with 
what they said. 

However, the child Chloe that Emily mentioned was indeed troublesome. 

Donovan Cross thought for a moment and replied, “She’s just a bastard 
child born to a low-level man from Planet Blue. In my eyes, she’s no 
different from a cat and a dog. If Levana wants to raise her, so be it. 
Anyway, she doesn’t have many prospects in the Celestial King Planet. 

“As for Levana sleeping with that Jordan, I’ll pretend that I don’t know. 
Levana, the more you owe me now, the more you have to repay me after 
we get married. Remember this. Since you just came back, I’ll give you 
more time to rest. The next time we meet, you have to be prepared to 
sleep with me. After all, you’re no longer an innocent woman. You must 
have practiced this kind of thing many times on Earth, right? Hmph!” 



With that, Donovan Cross flung his sleeves furiously and announced his 
goodbye before flying out. 

Seeing Donovan Cross leave in a carefree manner, everyone’s 
expressions were complicated. 

Especially Victoria. 

Victoria’s expression turned ugly. She could tell that Donovan Cross 
wasn’t a magnanimous person. After all, his fiancée had been slept with 
by a man who was far inferior to him. How could he take this lying 
down?! 

… 

Not long after, he arrived at a peach garden that was even grander than 
the Howards’. 

BOOM! 

BOOM! 

BOOM! 

This was Donovan Cross’s home. After he returned, he had been 
venting his emotions in the Peach Garden. The originally beautiful Peach 
Garden was quickly destroyed. 

After Donovan Cross vented, a man crawled over nervously. “Master, 
you’ve been very angry since you returned from the Howards. Did that 
old dog Hathor anger you? Do you want me to send someone to teach 
him a lesson?” 

This man looked very wretched. He was Donovan Cross’s disciple, 
Gerald. He had cultivated with Donovan Cross for many years. As he 
was smart and efficient, he was deeply favored by Donovan Cross. 

Donovan Cross grabbed a peach blossom fiercely. “That b*tch Levana 
actually gave her precious first time to a low-level Earthling. I can’t 
accept it!” 



Gerald was shocked. “What did you say? Mistress… betrayed you on an 
alien planet? Which planet? I’ll capture that low-level Blue Planet native 
for you to whip every day!” 

Donovan Cross narrowed his eyes. There was a murderous look in his 
eyes. “Jordan Steele from Planet Blue 9696!” 

1384 You’re Jordan? 

Gerald narrowed his eyes and looked very wretched. “Planet Blue 9696. 
I remember this number. I remember this planet. I once went to this 
place with you. Unfortunately, I couldn’t find Levana’s master’s wife 
there. I didn’t expect her to really go there. I’m willing to go to Planet 
Blue 9696 again and help you bring this Jordan over. I’ll torture him 
properly and have him suffer a fate worse than death to vent your 
anger!” 

Donovan Cross counted with his fingers and frowned. After sleeping with 
his woman, he naturally wanted to teach him a lesson and torture him. 
Yet, he hesitated. 

After thinking for a while, Donovan Cross said cautiously, “Levana has 
always been arrogant. After so many years, she only loves Xavier. I 
don’t believe that she will allow herself to sleep with by any man on a 
low-level planet.” 

Guang’e nodded in agreement. “I think so too. Master, do you know the 
family background she had after she turned into a mortal? If she came 
from a big family like the Howard family, it proves that she didn’t 
completely lose control of her emotions and give up on herself when she 
turned into a mortal.” 

Donovan Cross nodded. “You’re right, Gerald. In other words, since she 
wanted to turn herself into a rich girl from a big family, she must have 
thought about what kind of person her future man would be. In other 
words, she must have a standard for her man on the Blue Planet. If 
there’s indeed a standard and since this man called Jordan fits Levana’s 
requirements, he must be one of the most outstanding and talented 
people on Planet Blue 9696!” 



At this point, Donovan Cross became wary of Jordan. 

Donovan Cross continued, “We can’t let Jordan come to our Celestial 
King Planet. Our Celestial King Planet is filled with spiritual energy and 
opportunities everywhere. Every year, there are experts and geniuses 
who appear out of nowhere. If he comes here, he might be able to find 
his capabilities here! I can’t give him any chance. I can’t let him have any 
chance to turn things around!” 

Gerald knew that Donovan Cross had always been cautious. He asked, 
“Master, what do you mean?” 

Donovan Cross said, “Go to Planet 9696. Find him and kill him.” 

Gerald replied. “Yes! I’ll apply for a federal travel permit now!” 

The area where Levana, Donovan Cross, and the others lived belonged 
to a federation called the Eternal Federation. 

Everyone had to follow the Federation’s rules. 

While the current technology of Celestial King Planet meant it was 
possible to travel across planets, not everyone could travel just because 
they wanted to. No matter who wanted to travel, they had to apply for a 
travel permit from the Federation. Moreover, it had to be approved 
before they could leave. 

Hence, Gerald immediately went to the Federal Building to apply for a 
travel permit. 

On the first floor of the building, many people were doing different 
businesses at various stores. Gerald came to the booth where the travel 
permits were being submitted. He faced a little girl with blue hair and 
blue eyes and smiled. “Pretty girl, I’m going to Planet Blue 9696.” 

The girl said with a cold expression, “May I ask why you need to go to 
Planet 9696? How many days will you be there?” 



Gerald chuckled and said, “It’s purely a vacation. I’ll be back in two or 
three days.” 

The girl said, “The higher-ups have stipulated that all vacation 
applications are suspended. Come back in a few months.” 

Gerald quickly reached out and grabbed the girl’s hand. “Sigh, no. To tell 
you the truth, I’m Mr. Donovan’s disciple. Mr. Donovan sent me there to 
do a mission. My master has been very famous recently and is very 
familiar with your chief. Don’t tell me you don’t know him?” 

When the girl heard Donovan Cross’s name, she hesitated slightly. “So 
this is Mr. Donovan’s request. Alright, then sign a guarantee.” 

The girl printed out a sheet and handed it to Gerald. 

In addition to the information about the applicant, the form also clearly 
stated, “You are not allowed to disturb the life of the local planet on 
Planet 9696. You are not allowed to kill anyone. If you can do this, 
please sign.” 

Gerald signed his name without hesitation. 

Soon, the girl gave Gerald a travel order. 

After receiving the token, Gerald smiled. “Jordan, you’re finished.” 

… 

Earth, United States. 

Jordan sat in the courtyard of his villa with a huge red umbrella in his 
hand. This red umbrella was the one that Levana had left beside the 
Immortal Lake before she left Earth. 

At first, he thought that there was nothing special about the umbrella. 
However, when he got closer, he realized that there were words written 
on the inside of the umbrella. 

To be precise, it was a poem. 



“This feeling can be recalled, but it was already lost at that time.” 

It was Levana’s handwriting! 

[If I can look at you one more time, my heart will burn and my eyes will 
burn.] 

[The moment your tears fell, they slid across my face. I haven’t even 
started, but I’m saying goodbye.] 

There was a phone on the right side of Jordan’s body. He was stunned 
when he saw the song on TikTok and kept repeating the single. 

The lyrics of this song matched his current state of mind too well. 

It would be great if he could take another look at Lauren. 

Even if she was actually Levana. 

In the end, Lauren had left, Victoria had left and Chloe had also gone. 
Even his enemies, Mike Baylor, Moon Maiden, and Rong Bingshao had 
all left. 

At that moment, Jordan suddenly felt so lonely… 

“Third Brother! Third Brother, are you there?” 

Jamie suddenly rushed over and bumped into Salvatore and Dragon at 
the door. 

“Where’s Jordan?” Jamie asked. 

Salvatore pointed at the dazed figure in the courtyard. Jamie quickly ran 
over and turned off his phone to stop the music. Racing forward, he 
threw the umbrella aside. 

“Third Brother! Don’t think about Lauren anymore! She’s no longer on 
this planet! But you’re the only person in the world who still has a 
superpower. You should take on the responsibility of saving the world! I 
just found out that a plane from Country X has been hijacked by an 



unknown person. The entire plane might be in danger and needs your 
help!” 

The moment Jamie said that, he heard the sound of a plane above his 
head. 

He looked up just in time to see the plane in the sky with the word 
“Country X” written on it. 

Jamie realized that this was a plane that flew to Country X. He was 
shocked, “How did they arrive so quickly?” 

Jordan raised his head and saw the plane too. He put away his 
sentimental emotions. “Since it’s such a coincidence that it’s flying above 
me, I can’t ignore it.” 

Jordan was about to get up and fly when the plane suddenly exploded in 
the next second. The entire plane turned into a sea of fire! 

However, someone actually jumped down from the plane in advance! 

This person was Donovan Cross’s disciple, Gerald! 

Gerald jumped directly into Jordan’s courtyard. As soon as he landed, a 
machine’s voice sounded, “Target found, Jordan Steele. 100 meters 
away from you. Automatic search complete.” 

With a wretched sneer on his face, Gerald looked down at Jordan. 

“Are you Jordan Steele?” 

1385 Jordan, Dead!? 

Although the people of the Celestial King Planet could come to a low-
level planet like Earth, their actions here were restricted. Just like 
Gerald, before he came, he had to sign a guarantee that he would not 
kill anyone on Earth, disturb the order that Earth should have, or affect 
Earth in any way. 



The higher the level of civilization, the more kind they had to be, and the 
more they would know about dealing with things from low-level 
civilizations in the most appropriate way. 

For example, the richer the family, the more they took good care of low-
level animals, such as cats and dogs. This was because these low-level 
animals could bring them mental joy. 

Similarly, it was the same for the Earth and Celestial King Planet. 

Naturally, they could destroy Earth and come to Earth to do whatever 
they wanted. However, if they really did that, Earth would no longer be 
Earth and they would have one less place to have a vacation. 

Only those who had reached the half-immortal level could start to be free 
from the restrictions of the Federation’s regulations. If someone of 
Gerald’s level really violated them, he would face a serious punishment 
when he returned. 

Therefore, after Gerald arrived on Earth, he did not fly over directly 
because he had landed in Country X. Instead, he chose to take a flight. 

Subsequently, he used the powerful technology of the Celestial King 
Planet to search for someone called Jordan in this world. Through the 
analysis and judgment of the AI and the invasion of Earth’s big data, he 
quickly locked onto Jordan’s address in the capital. 

“Who are you?” 

Suddenly seeing someone break into the Steele’s courtyard, Salvatore 
and the others hurriedly became cautious and rushed over to question 
Gerald. 

Gerald was instantly surrounded by a group of people. 

However, Gerald did not even look at them. He formed a seal with both 
hands and a sharp light emitted from his body. 

“Ah!” 



Everyone, including Jamie who was beside Jordan, was sent flying by 
Gerald. 

Gerald had set up a barrier in the courtyard, leaving only Jordan and him 
inside. No one else could enter or see what was going on inside. 

Despite the form he had signed before departing from a Celestial King 
Planet, Gerald naturally had to kill people, but he was also afraid of the 
Federation’s punishment. He would try to kill as few people as possible. 

However, Jordan had to be killed. 

“Mr. Jordan! Mr. Jordan!” 

Outside the boundary of the courtyard, Salvatore and the others got up 
from the ground and shouted inside. They kept sending people to rush 
up, but they could not break the boundary. 

Salvatore was shocked. “Damn it, it’s a barrier. It’s a mutant ability! 
Could it be that the guy who’s uglier than me is also a golden mutant?” 

Jamie was also shocked. “Didn’t Lauren only retain Jordan’s ability? It 
seems that there are mutants other than Jordan.” 

Dragon said, “Don’t be afraid. Among the golden mutants, the Moon 
Maiden might not be Master’s match. Master will be fine for the time 
being. Let’s think of other ways to help.” 

… 

Inside the barrier. 

Jordan looked at Gerald’s series of actions and realized that the guy in 
front of him had a powerful background. He might be a golden mutant. 

“You’re also a golden mutant? You’ve hidden yourself so well. For the 
past ten years, no one knew about you.” 

Gerald burst into laughter. “A golden mutant? Hahaha, what an 
interesting deduction.” 



Subsequently, Gerald sized Jordan up and said, “Tsk, tsk, tsk. Jordan, 
you’re really the luckiest man in the entire universe to be able to get 
Levana’s first time. To be honest, I’ve fantasized countless times about 
pressing Levana, that arrogant b*tch, under me and toying with her 
ruthlessly. Hehe.” 

Levana was about to become Donovan’s wife, but Gerald was saying 
such crass words about Levana. It was precisely because his master 
was on another planet and he felt that Jordan was about to die that he 
dared to speak like this. 

Jordan was furious when he heard this. How could he allow others to 
insult his wife like that! 

“How dare you insult my wife? You’re courting death!” 

Just as he was about to flare up, Jordan suddenly noticed that the man 
in front of him was dressed differently from Earthlings. 

In addition, this person was talking about Levana, not Lauren! 

If the person in front of him was a golden mutant who had been hiding, 
he would only dare to appear after Levana left Earth and compete with 
Jordan for the number one spot on Earth. It was impossible for him to 
know Lauren’s name on another planet. 

Moreover, from his words, he seemed to have known Levana for a long 
time! 

Jordan asked tentatively, “You… You’re not a golden mutant. Are you 
from the Celestial King Planet?” 

Gerald laughed, “As expected of the man chosen by Levana. You’re 
indeed clever.” 

Upon hearing that Gerald was from the Celestial King Planet, Jordan 
immediately became excited, “Are you from the Celestial King Planet? 
Who asked you to come? Is it Levana? How is Levana?” 



Gerald replied, “Levana is doing very well. She will soon marry my 
master and become my master’s wife.” 

Jordan was in disbelief. “What did you say?” 

At that moment, Jordan began to understand why Levana did not bring 
him to the Celestial King Planet. It turned out that she already had an 
engagement there. 

Gerald said, “There’s no need to be disappointed. To be able to have 
such a story with Levana, your life has not been in vain. If you still want 
to be with Levana, you’re overestimating yourself. No matter which 
planet you’re on, you have to be compatible with your partner. How can 
a pheasant be compatible with a phoenix?” 

After being mocked by Gerald, Jordan retorted, “Did your master send 
you here? What are you doing on Earth?!” 

Gerald revealed a cold smile. “To kill you.” 

In the next second, Gerald and Jordan attacked at the same time! 

Gerald made a hand seal with both hands and shot out a blue flying 
sword from his fingertips. Jordan took him by surprise and shot out a few 
scorching flames. 

However, the flame was instantly extinguished when it encountered the 
blue flying sword. 

Jordan immediately felt that something was wrong. He immediately 
conjured a wall to block it. 

BANG! 

The blue flying sword continued forward and pierced through the wall 
that Jordan had conjured. In the end, it landed on the vibrating gold 
shield that Jordan had conjured again. 

Gerald laughed, “Oh? Creating something out of nothing? You actually 
know how to create something out of nothing after taking Levana’s 



power? What a powerful method! It’s a pity that you haven’t cultivated on 
the Celestial King Planet. You don’t have any spiritual power to activate 
your body and have only learned a technique. Something that comes out 
of nothing has no power in front of me. Otherwise, I, Gerald, am not your 
match.” 

Swoosh! 

As he spoke, Gerald shot out another blue flying sword in the next 
second. This time, it was extremely fast. Even Jordan, who had always 
reacted quickly, could not dodge fast enough. 

The blue flying sword pierced into Jordan’s body, and he fell to the 
ground. He felt that no part of his body was under his control anymore. 

Gerald walked toward Jordan step by step and said with a 
condescending smile, “Tsk, tsk, tsk. Poor Little Earthling. Who asked you 
to meet a goddess like Levana? You’re the one who invited your own 
death today. Don’t look for me after you turn into a malicious ghost. 
Remember, the person who killed you is Donovan Cross, not me.” 

Swoosh! 

Gerald shot out another blue flying sword and pierced through Jordan’s 
neck. 

Jordan closed his eyes. 

All that awaited him was death. 

1386 Mysterious Man! 

Jordan fell into darkness. 

He felt that the entire world had suddenly become quiet. There was no 
sound at all. He could only see one scene in the dark world in front of 
him. 

Levana and Chloe. 



He saw Chloe smiling as she threw herself into Jordan’s arms. She 
smiled happily. “Daddy, I knew you’d come looking for me. You said you 
wouldn’t abandon Chloe. I knew it. Hehe!” 

Levana said to Jordan happily, “Jordan, you really came to the Celestial 
King Planet. You… really did it. I’m proud of you. I’m proud that Chloe 
has such an outstanding father…” 

Jordan knew that he was on the verge of death. Gerald’s flying sword 
was too fast and its power was too domineering. It could penetrate 
anything Jordan conjured. 

In the end, Jordan and Gerald were from two completely different worlds. 
People of two different levels could not fight equally at all. 

Jordan did not know if the scene before his eyes was a fantasy of the 
wife and daughter he cared about the most before he died. 

Or could it be that Jordan had predicted it in advance again? 

What a joke. Jordan’s Deity power was long gone. After drinking Jiumo 
Kaspaya’s poison, Jordan’s prediction ability was suppressed. 

And now, Jordan was about to die. No one could save him. How could 
he have the chance to see Levana and Chloe again? 

After Gerald killed Jordan, he left quickly. His mission on Earth this time 
was only to kill Jordan alone. He did not kill Jordan’s family or friends, 
nor did he create chaos on Earth that would cause the Federation to 
punish him. 

Gerald understood Earth’s medical standards very well. Even doctors 
from the eight great families could not save an injury of this level. 

Seeing Gerald fly away, Dragon immediately said, “Salvatore, go and 
see Mr. Jordan. I’ll go after that guy!” 



Dragon was furious. His duty was to protect Jordan. Now that something 
had happened to Jordan, he could not wait to fight this murderer to the 
death! 

“Yes, Dragon!” 

The barrier was broken. Salvatore, Jamie, and the others rushed over. 
They were all shocked when they saw Jordan lying motionless on the 
ground. 

“Jordan, wake up. You can’t die!” 

Jamie didn’t dare to believe that his omnipotent brother was dead! 

Salvatore was also shocked. “Doctor! Call the doctor over immediately! 
Rescue Mr. Jordan!” 

No matter how much they called Jordan, he could no longer hear them. 

“Jordan… Jordan…” 

Although he could not hear the shouts of Salvatore, Jamie, and the 
others, Jordan could hear the voice of an old man in a dark world. 

“Who? Who’s calling me?” 

Jordan tried to answer with his consciousness. 

The old man said, “Jordan, you’ve had a rich life in just over twenty 
years! You’ve been trained by your family since you were young. You’re 
proficient in music, chess, painting and the arts. You’ve enjoyed the 
most luxurious things in the world. You’ve also been a cowardly live-in 
son-in-law, and you’ve loved women from other planets. In the end, you 
died at the hands of your love rival. What do you think?” 

The old man helped Jordan recall his past life as if he wanted to give him 
a summary and give him a final verdict. Then, Jordan could die. 

However, Jordan did not answer his question. Instead, he asked the 
man, “Who are you? Where are you? Why can I hear you?” 



The old man smiled and said, “We’re using our spirit souls to talk. I’ve 
always been in your body, so I can naturally talk to you. It’s just that I 
haven’t spoken before. Now that you’re about to die, I’m just chatting 
with you!” 

Jordan could not help but be shocked when he heard that. “What did you 
say? You’ve always been in my body? When? When did you enter my 
body? Who are you?!” 

The old man said, “I don’t like to answer the weak. Haven’t you always 
been very smart? You can guess who I am and when I entered your 
body. Don’t worry. Although you were killed by that guy just now, I’m 
here. If I don’t let you die, you won’t die for a while.” 

Jordan suddenly felt that this old man might be his life-saving straw! 

He had to seize this opportunity! 

That was Jordan’s strongest thought at that moment! 

Jordan’s mind raced. He recalled that Levana had once said that she 
was not the only cultivator on the Celestial King Planet on Earth. There 
were others. 

Levana said that even she did not have the ability to predict the future. 
Therefore, the prediction ability that Jordan and the first-generation Deity 
possessed did not come from her. Instead, it came from another 
cultivator who was even more powerful than her! 

Levana also said that apart from this cultivator, Shaun, who had many 
ties with Jordan, might not be from Earth! 

Jordan said excitedly, “You’re Shaun!!” 

The old man was stunned. “What?” 

Jordan quickly calmed down when he heard the other party’s reaction. 
“Oh, no. I’ve guessed who you are. If I’m not wrong, you should be a 
cultivator from the Celestial King Planet. The prediction ability that the 



first Deity and I have came from you. You’ve been on Earth for at least a 
hundred years, right? As for entering my body… I became a deity two 
years ago. It should have been about two to three years since you 
entered my body.” 

When the old man heard the answer, he laughed. “Hahahaha, as 
expected of the person I chose. Your logic is still so clear even before 
your death. Not bad, not bad. Your guess is very accurate. Yes, I’m the 
same as the person who killed you just now. I’m from the Celestial King 
Planet.” 

Jordan said, “Senior, why did you enter my body?” 

Jordan was a little afraid. He was worried that this person would possess 
him or something. His body would become his in the future. 

However, now that Jordan’s physical body was dead, he did not seem to 
need to worry about this problem. 

The old man replied, “Oh, I don’t have any thoughts. I’m too tired from 
cultivating. I just found a random blue planet person’s body to rest in for 
a while. Since you’ve reached this point in your life, let’s part ways here.” 

The old man seemed to want to leave Jordan’s body! 

Jordan immediately shouted and stopped him, “Senior! Senior! Don’t go! 
Please save me, Senior. I, Jordan, am not afraid of death, but in the 
human world, I still have my wife, daughter, parents, and hatred! Senior, 
please give me a chance to take revenge!” 

The old man asked in surprise, “You want revenge? Do you want to kill 
that kid just now or Donovan Cross?” 

Jordan said, “Kill them all!” 

The old man said, “Donovan Cross has the chance to become a half 
immortal. Even if I revive you and go to the Celestial King Planet, you 
might not be able to kill him even if you cultivate for a thousand years.” 



Jordan said, “If I can’t kill him after cultivating for a thousand years, I’ll 
cultivate for ten thousand years! My good friend Michael Jordan told me 
before that as long as a person’s desire is strong enough, he can do 
anything! Anything! Donovan Cross stole my wife and daughter and sent 
someone to kill me. If I don’t take revenge for this, I’m not even human!” 

1387 Jordan Wakes Up! 

The mysterious man laughed out loud when he heard Jordan’s words. 
“Hahahaha, you’re so good at flattering yourself! Michael Jordan is older 
than your father. How can he be friends with you?!” 

Seeing that he knew about Michael Jordan, the basketball superstar, 
Jordan quickly said, “Actually, he’s both a teacher and a friend. Michael 
Jordan is my idol and my favorite basketball star, and we talk a lot too. 
He’s been a great influence on my life.” 

The mysterious man said, “Yes, you’re right. Desire is indeed the key to 
a person’s success or failure. It’s meaningless to live without desire! I 
agree with what you said. As long as your desire is strong enough, you 
can do anything. However, I want to test how strong your desire for 
revenge is.” 

Jordan agreed immediately, “Alright, how will you test it?” 

Suddenly, Jordan saw a small ball appear in the dark world in front of 
him. Some colorful symbols appeared on the left side of the ball. 

From the bottom up, the color gradually deepened. At the bottom was a 
very light pink color, and at the top was a bright red color. 

The mysterious man asked, “Did you see the small ball and the color 
label beside it?” 

Jordan said, “I see it.” 

The mysterious man said, “This is to test the strength of your desires. 
Now, stimulate all the desires in your body. Let me see how strong your 
desires are.” 



He did not expect there to be such a wonderful test in the world. 

Jordan felt that he was already dead, but he could still speak. Moreover, 
he could still test his desires in this state. 

“Levana once said that the person who bestowed the power of the Deity 
was most likely one of the Four Immortals and Four Devils of their 
Celestial King Planet. It seems that this mysterious old man is one of the 
Four Immortals and Four Devils!” 

Jordan had already guessed this person’s identity, but he did not say it 
out loud. Instead, he did as the other party asked. 

Now, whether he could come back to life depended on this big shot’s 
decision. 

Jordan thought about Gerald, who had killed him earlier, and Donovan 
Cross, whom he had never met before. His desire for revenge was 
aroused! 

The small ball instantly reacted and began to rise. However, it only rose 
close to the middle and was still very far from the brightest spot at the 
top. 

Seeing this result, the mysterious man said, “Is that all you want? If 
that’s all you want, I advise you not to come back to life. Don’t look for 
Donovan Cross. When you reach the Celestial King Planet, you will be 
killed by others before you catch a glimpse of Donovan Cross.” 

Jordan was unwilling to accept being goaded by the mysterious man. He 
did not dare to give up this chance to survive. 

Therefore, Jordan forced himself to remember all the things that had 
angered him in the past to stimulate his desire for revenge! 

“I regret having a useless husband like you the most!” 

“Jordan, after a few years, I’ll inherit the Camdens’ inheritance and give 
birth to Tyler’s child. Let’s be together after that, ok?” 



“Don’t think so highly of yourself. It’s a blessing to you to be your spare 
tire!” 

“Cayden, are you already waiting for me at the first-grade restaurant? My 
husband isn’t awake yet, I’ll be there soon.” 

The memories continued to surface in his mind as Jordan thought of his 
ex-wife, Hailey Camden, and all the bad things she had done to him. 

“Jordan, let’s break up. I’m going to marry Russell…” 

“I’m sorry, Jordan. I’m your uncle’s woman now…” 

“Why did you save me? I became like this because of you. If you hadn’t 
provoked Shaun, I wouldn’t have become like this!” 

Then Jordan thought of his other lover, Victoria. 

“Hubby, have you given our baby a name? Chloe is looking forward to 
the baby’s birth more than the two of us. In the future, let’s take a family 
photo every year, okay?” 

“Daddy, I know how to play ‘Lovers of Past Life’, but what does ‘Lovers 
of Past Life’ mean? Was I your lover in my previous life? Why not in this 
life? What about the next life? Will you still want me in your next life? 
Daddy, you have to find me in your next life too, okay? I don’t want to 
leave you…” 

Jordan thought of Lauren and their daughter, Chloe. 

Instantly, Jordan’s Desire Value soared! 

From the middle, the small ball came to the red mark at the top. 

The mysterious man slowly said, “Oh? Not bad…” 

Just as the mysterious man was about to praise Jordan, he saw the little 
ball break through the red label at the top in the next second and 
disappear! 



“What? It broke through?” 

Even the mysterious man was shocked. He had just set the value of 
desire. The lowest was the lowest and shallowest position, and the 
highest was the reddest position. 

However, Jordan’s desire had broken the highest level he had set. This 
meant that Jordan’s desire at the moment was even stronger than the 
highest level he had set! 

In his agitation, Jordan had completely entered a crazy state. 

“I’ve suffered so much on Earth and loved so many people, but none of 
them stayed by my side! When I reach the Celestial King Planet, I want 
to obtain everything I’ve lost! Donovan Cross and Gerald, I will use your 
blood to commemorate my missing youth on Earth! 

“Not only do I want to kill Donovan Cross, but I also want Levana to 
return to my side. I want to become the strongest person on the Celestial 
King Planet. I want to surpass everyone. Whether it’s the people of the 
Howard family or the four immortals and four demons, they all have to 
submit to me! Submit to me!!!” 

The mysterious man was shocked when he sensed Jordan’s crazy 
desire. “This kid… I’m afraid it’s difficult to find such a top-notch desire in 
the entire Celestial King Planet.” 

After a while, the mysterious man said, “Very good, Jordan. I can already 
sense your desire. It seems that if you enter the Celestial King Planet to 
cultivate, you might be qualified to challenge Donovan Cross in the 
future. I don’t want to miss this show. Fine, I will allow you to live. I hope 
you cherish the opportunity and don’t die so casually again. I won’t save 
you every time, and I won’t be able to save you every time.” 

… 

At that moment, in the courtyard, the doctor who rushed over was 
already checking Jordan’s physical condition. 



The doctor shook his head. “Mr. Jordan has no signs of life.” 

Salvatore looked horrified. “Didn’t that Rong Bingshao die before and 
was still saved? Hurry up and save him!” 

The doctor nodded. “Alright, help Mr. Jordan up and send him to the 
operating theater!” 

The two of them supported Jordan’s back and were about to help him 
up. Unexpectedly, Jordan suddenly opened his eyes and stood up! 

“Oh my god!” 

Salvatore was so frightened that he fell to the ground. 

Then, Salvatore jumped up happily. “Mr. Jordan, you’re not dead! 
Hallelujah!” 

1388 Let’s Go to the Celestial King Planet! 

When the Steeles’s family doctor saw the wounds on Jordan’s body 
suddenly heal and disappear, he was shocked. “What… What in the 
world!” 

Seeing the miracle, Jamie was also ecstatic. He rushed forward and 
grabbed Jordan’s hand. “Jordan, you scared me to death. It’s great that 
you’re fine! Who was that guy just now? Is he also a golden mutant? 
Dragon has already gone after him. Don’t worry, we’ll definitely avenge 
you!” 

Jordan was not in the mood to talk to Jamie, Salvatore, and the rest. 
Jordan said anxiously, “Tell the Dragon to come back. Stop chasing. I’m 
going back to my room now. None of you should follow me!” 

After saying that, Jordan ran into the villa quickly, leaving Jamie and the 
others confused. Why did he run back to his room as soon as he woke 
up? Why did he not let anyone follow him? 

Jordan went to the room on the first floor and closed the door tightly. 
Then, he asked carefully, “Senior, are you still there?” 



The mysterious man laughed and said, “Hahahaha, you rushed in just to 
talk to me? You don’t have to speak. Try to communicate with me with 
your mind, just like what we did just now.” 

Jordan tried to communicate with the mysterious man with his mind, 
“Senior, can you hear me?” 

The mysterious man said, “Very clear, child.” 

Jordan said, “Thank you for saving my life, Senior! I, Jordan, will never 
forget it. If you need me to do anything in the future, please let me 
know!” 

The mysterious man smiled. “Kid, you and I are fated. You’re not 
destined to die. Hahaha…” 

Jordan continued, “Donovan Cross sent someone to kill me. Next, he’s 
going to marry my wife. That means my daughter, Chloe, might be in 
danger too. I have to go to the Celestial King Planet immediately to settle 
scores with Donovan Cross! Senior, can you take me to the Celestial 
King Planet?” 

The mysterious man said, “Jordan, I’m just a remnant soul now. I’m not 
in my complete form. Therefore, I don’t have the ability to send a signal 
so that the people on Celestial King Planet can receive it.” 

Jordan was shocked. He did not have a complete body. He was just a 
remnant soul. Since he could not even send a signal, it was even more 
impossible for him to kill Donovan Cross. 

Jordan was a little anxious. “However, if I don’t go to the Celestial King 
Planet, how am I going to cultivate? Senior seemed to have said before 
that he wanted to see how I would take revenge on Donovan Cross 
when I reach the Celestial King Planet.” 

The mysterious man said, “That’s right. I’ve already reserved a VIP ticket 
for you and Donovan Cross to fight one-on-one. Since I’ve saved you, I’ll 
naturally let you go to Celestial King Planet and not let you live an 



ordinary life on Earth. Although I don’t have the ability to send you a 
signal, you still have a chance to go there. 

“In order to prevent cultivators from interstellar travel on the Celestial 
King Planet, the Celestial King Planet inhabitants lose their abilities and 
can’t send signals after arriving at a low-level planet. This is to prevent 
cultivators from going to their hometown. Therefore, they set up a place 
on every low-level planet. In this place, there is no need to send signals. 
They can reach the Celestial King Planet directly.” 

Jordan was excited when he heard that. He did not expect there to be a 
place on Earth that could reach the Celestial King Planet directly! 

He had thought that it would take decades to find a way to get to the 
Celestial King Planet! 

Jordan asked immediately, “Where is it?” 

“Venezuela, Lake Maracaibo.” 

Jordan was enlightened. “So, it’s Lightning Lake. I’ve always felt that 
there’s something different about that place.” 

Having been to most places in the world, Jordan knew this famous 
Lightning Lake very well. 

Lake Maracaibo was located in Venezuela, South America. This lake 
was filled with thunder and lightning for at least 300 days every year. 
Moreover, the lightning here was much more strange than the usual 
lightning. 

The lightning arcs in the sky here could reach up to 5,000 meters, and 
the intensity of the lightning was as high as 400,000 amps. 

The powerful lightning meant no one could stay there. 

Even though Jordan knew this place, he looked from afar and did not 
think of going there to be struck by lightning. 



Now, Jordan finally knew why. It was because Earthlings did not go 
there. No one would accidentally go to the Celestial King Planet. 

Now that he knew how to go to the Celestial King Planet, Jordan did not 
want to waste any more time. 

“I’m going to Venezuela now. By the way, Senior, there’s another thing I 
want to ask. Can I bring others along?” 

Jordan was about to leave Earth and go to the Celestial King Planet. 
Before he left, he had to make things clear to the people around him 
because if he left, he might never return. 

He knew Salvatore and Dragon’s personalities. The two of them would 
not leave him. They might even ask to go with him. 

The mysterious man said, “Yes, you can. However, going to the Celestial 
King Planet at Maracaibo Lake is different from sending a signal back to 
the Celestial King Planet. You can return to a specific place by sending a 
signal back to the Celestial King Planet. However, if you go to the 
Celestial King Planet through Maracaibo Lake, even if a few of you leave 
at the same time, you will be randomly transported to different places. 

“I have to tell you that the Celestial King Planet is very large. You might 
be separated from each other by huge distances. Even if you reach the 
Celestial King Planet, you might never see each other again in this 
lifetime. You might not even be able to contact each other because your 
communication methods are useless on the Celestial King Planet.” 

Jordan said, “Thank you for your reminder, Senior. I’ll speak with them 
and see what they think.” 

Soon, Jordan walked out of the villa while Jamie, Salvatore, and the 
others waited anxiously in the courtyard. At this moment, Dragon 
happened to rush back. 

“Mr. Jordan! 

“Mr. Jordan, are you alright?” 



Jordan walked slowly toward them and said, “I’ve just escaped death, 
but it’s not a big problem. No one can really defeat me. As long as I’m 
given a chance, I’ll definitely pay them back double or tenfold!” 

When the mysterious man heard this, he couldn’t help but say, “Kid, 
you’re quite good at pretending. If I hadn’t saved you, you would have 
died long ago!” 

Hearing this, Jordan felt awkward. 

Dragon asked, “Who was that person just now? Why did he have the 
power to crush you?” 

Dragon was indeed a combat expert. He could tell at a glance that the 
other party’s strength was far above Jordan’s. 

“He’s from Levana’s planet, the Celestial King Planet. He was sent by 
Levana’s fiancé over there. A guy called Donovan Cross sent him to kill 
me.” 

“What? A cultivator from Celestial King Planet?” 

Everyone was stunned. 

Jordan said, “I’ve found a way to go to the Celestial King Planet. I’m 
preparing to go to the Celestial King Planet now. I want to avenge 
myself, and find my wife and children. To be honest, I don’t know what 
will happen when I get there. After this farewell, we might never meet 
again…” 

Salvatore instantly said angrily, “Mr. Jordan, what do you mean! How 
can you go to the Celestial King Planet without me!” 

Dragon also said agitatedly, “I was born to protect you. Although my 
ability is limited, please allow me to continue to follow Master. I won’t 
hesitate even if I were to die!” 



On the other hand, Jamie pushed Jordan directly, “Damn you. You’re not 
going to invite me to the Celestial King Planet to pick up girls? I want to 
go too!” 

  

1389 Randall’s Repentance! 

When they heard that Jordan was going to the Celestial King Planet, he 
did not expect Jamie, Salvatore, and Dragon to clamor to go. If Park 
Sora and Lorta were here, they would probably be no exception. 

Jordan always had a charm that made the people around him follow him. 

Jordan reminded them solemnly, “Don’t take it so lightly. Going to the 
Celestial King Planet is not a vacation. It’s very dangerous and you 
might lose your life at any time. You saw that assassin just now. With his 
strength, he can kill us at any time. There are probably countless people 
like him on the Celestial King Planet.” 

Salvatore said, “Even if the Celestial King Planet is chaotic, I don’t care 
about them. Besides, I offended Mr. Jordan back then. If Mr. Jordan 
hadn’t magnanimously accepted me, I would have died long ago. I don’t 
care about my cheap life!” 

Jamie smiled, “I’ve already been castrated, what am I afraid of!” 

Dragon said, “I was trained and nurtured by your grandfather since I was 
young. In the past 30 years, I’ve worked hard to become the number one 
fighter in the world. Every day of my training is to protect you. The 
meaning of my life is also wherever you are. If I don’t protect you, then 
all my efforts in the past 30 years will be wasted. Everything will become 
meaningless and worthless. You can say that I’m loyal or brainwashed, 
but I must follow you!” 

Jordan felt a lump in his throat. He was very touched when he heard 
what the three of them said. Although his wife and children had left him, 
he was glad that there were still a group of brothers who were willing to 
follow him. 



Putting his hand on Dragon’s shoulder, Jordan said, “Dragon, you’re the 
most talented fighter I’ve ever seen on Earth. I believe that you’ll 
definitely be a top-notch existence on Celestial King Planet. If you want 
to go, I’m willing to take you there. I hope you won’t bury your talent on 
Earth.” 

Jordan and Dragon had practiced martial arts since they were young. 
However, before Jordan was injected with the Mirakuru serum and 
became a mutant, Jordan was no match for the Dragon one-on-one. 

Meanwhile, Jordan represented the most powerful group of people on 
Earth. Dragon could be said to be the representative of the top figures 
on Earth. 

As such, Jordan was confident that Dragon could make a name for 
himself on the Celestial King Planet. 

Jordan looked at the mediocre Salvatores and Jamie. “Have you… really 
thought it through?” 

Salvatore said, “I’m going to another planet to fake it till I make it. 
Cultivation doesn’t matter.” 

Jamie also said, “I’m going to pick up girls, what talent do I need?” 

Jordan smiled and placed his hand on their shoulders as well. “Alright! 
Since you’re willing to go with me, let’s leave Earth together and cultivate 
on another planet!” 

“Hahaha…” 

They hugged each other and laughed happily. 

At this moment, a person appeared in the courtyard. They were about to 
leave when they saw him. 

This person was none other than Randall. 

“Uncle?” 



Jordan did not expect to meet him at this time. 

“Dad…” 

When Jamie saw Randall, he actually called him dad. 

Jordan and the others looked at Jamie in shock. 

Jamie smiled awkwardly, “This… I heard him say that the last generation 
was a little messy but it didn’t affect our relationship, hahaha.” 

Jordan had long thought that Jamie did not look like him and Jesse. He 
did not expect him to be Randall’s child. 

After not seeing him for a while, Randall looked much older. He had not 
shaved at all, and his hair was even more unkempt. He was completely 
different from the carefree state he had when he was the chief. 

The Moon Maiden brought Rong Bingshao, whom she had just taken in, 
with her. However, Mike Baylor did not bring Randall, the disciple he had 
taken in for many years. 

He believed that Randall would feel incredibly hurt and abandoned. 

For a long time, Mike Baylor was using Randall as a tool. Mike Baylor 
himself was severely racist and only cared about the welfare of the black 
people. How could he have a deep master-disciple relationship with the 
non-black Randall? 

Randall stood at the door. He turned sideways and wanted to enter, but 
he did not dare to step in. The autumn wind blew, and the fallen leaves 
fluttered. He looked very pitiful. 

Randall asked calmly, “Jordan, you… you guys are leaving too?” 

Jordan was about to leave Earth soon. He was going to cut off all ties 
with the people and things on Earth. Although Randall had a past 
relationship with Jordan, Jordan did not want to pursue the matter 
anymore. 



Jordan nodded and said, “Yes.” 

Randall squeezed out a pitiful smile. “Alright, young people should roam 
the world. Jordan, you’re the most outstanding person in the Steeles. 
Your father and I are proud of you. I believe in you. You’ll definitely make 
a name for yourself there! I hope that you can come back to see me and 
your father after you become an immortal there. I hope that I can see 
you again before I die and hear you call me… Uncle… I will die without 
regrets.” 

Randall lowered his head, looking very guilty and upset. Unshed tears 
welled up in his eyes. He regretted what he had done to Jordan in the 
past, especially when he slept with Jordan’s woman. 

Salvatore couldn’t help but sigh. “Randall, you brought this upon 
yourself. If you didn’t sleep with Victoria and were Mr. Jordan’s uncle, 
how could we not bring you along?” 

Randall nodded with his eyes closed. “Yes, I was wrong. I was terribly 
wrong. I’m not worthy of going to another planet with you guys. I’m only 
worthy to grow old on Earth. I’m not worthy. I’m not worthy…” 

Seeing that Randall was so repentant and miserable, Jordan did not say 
anything else. Turning around, he said to Salvatore and the others, 
“Let’s go.” 

Then, Jamie said goodbye to Randall and boarded the plane. 

Soon, they took a plane to Lake Maracaibo in Venezuela. 

As expected of the Lightning Lake. Before the plane reached the border, 
they encountered a thunderstorm. Jordan and the rest walked towards 
the lake. 

BOOM! 

BOOM! 



Lightning and thunder kept flashing in the sky, and the lake became dark 
and foreboding under the ominous skies. 

The few of them stood in front of the lake, looking a little afraid. 

If it was just pure lightning, they were naturally not afraid. However, 
knowing that this place could lead to an alien planet and naturally 
contained the energy of alien technology, they couldn’t help but feel 
traces of fear. 

Salvatore asked, “Mr. Jordan, what should we do next? How can we 
leave Earth? Do we jump into the lake?” 

Jordan used his consciousness to ask the mysterious man, “Senior, 
we’re already at Lake Maracaibo. What’s our next step?” 

The mysterious man said, “You have to learn to listen to the sound and 
listen carefully to the sound of these lightning bolts. You will hear a 
frequency that is different from other lightning sounds. In layman’s terms, 
the reverberation will be slightly louder and the sound will take a longer 
time to fade. That lightning is the place that leads to the Celestial King 
Planet. If you follow the direction of the lightning, you will be randomly 
teleported to a certain location on the Celestial King Planet. 

“Let me remind you again. Even if you walk over together and are sent 
away together, when you reach the Celestial King Planet, you will be 
transported to different places. If I remember correctly, this lightning bolt 
should happen once every half an hour. We just got off the plane. The 
next lightning bolt will happen in ten minutes. You can say goodbye to 
your friends!” 

1390 Leaving Earth! 

Jordan and the others were ready to embark on their cultivation journey 
to the Celestial King Planet. When they arrived, they would be far away 
from home. Whether they could survive there depended on their own 
abilities. No one else could help them. 



Jordan, Salvatore, Dragon, and Jamie shook hands and hugged one 
another. 

“In another ten minutes, all of you will move with me. As I said on the 
plane, we may be randomly transported to different places. We don’t 
know what the alien planet looks like. It may be much larger than Earth. 
It may be very difficult for us to meet again,” said Jordan. 

Jamie said, “There’s no need to be too depressed. Since the advanced 
civilization of outer space is on Earth, there must be communication 
networks. Maybe it’s something more advanced than phones and 
computers. At that time, as long as we have the other party’s number or 
ID, we can contact them!” 

Jordan nodded. “That’s right. I suggest that we all come up with a 
memorable online name now. When the time comes, we can search for 
each other on the foreign planet’s online social media platform and see if 
we can contact each other.” 

Salvatore immediately stretched out his hand. “I’ll be called ‘Society’s 
Salvatore’.” 

Jamie thought about it and said, “Mine will be ‘God, give me a girl’.” 

Jordan was speechless. “You’ve f*cking slept with more women than I’ve 
seen, yet you’re not satisfied.’ 

Jordan looked at Dragon, “What about you?” 

Dragon was a little embarrassed. “I don’t know how to come up with 
names. Master, please give me a name.” 

Jordan thought about it and said, “Then you’ll be called ‘The number one 
swordsman on Earth’. In addition to names, remember what I said on the 
plane. No matter where you go, leave a hexagonal mark to prove that 
you’ve been there. Ask anyone nearby if they saw any of us.” 

Dragon and the other two replied. “Yes!” 



After giving a few instructions, it was soon time for the next bolt of 
lightning from the Celestial King Planet. 

“Senior, is that it?” 

Without the mysterious man’s reminder, Jordan could sense the 
difference in the lightning. As Jordan had learned how to mix music, he 
knew the sound very well. 

The mysterious man smiled. “That’s right. It’s this bolt of lightning. Follow 
the direction of the lightning and walk over. You will be teleported to the 
Celestial King Planet.” 

Jordan said to the three of them immediately, “Brothers, the Portal to 
Celestial King Planet is just ahead. I’ll bring you there now. The sky is 
high and the road is long. Brothers, I wish you a bright future on Celestial 
King Planet. We’ll meet again if fate allows!” 

After saying that, Jordan conjured a gust of wind out of nowhere and 
swept the four of them toward the lightning. 

BOOM! 

BOOM! 

Crash! Thud! 

The lightning and storm seemed to have become even more violent. 
Ordinary people would definitely not dare to approach this eerie lake. 
However, Jordan and the others knew that the more dangerous a place 
was, the more it led to a secret place. Therefore, they forged bravely 
ahead. 

After landing on the lake in the direction of the lightning, Jordan and the 
rest were teleported away instantly. Their figures disappeared as well. 

… 

Ten minutes later, Lake Maracaibo. 



After Jordan and the others left, the lake began to calm down. At that 
moment, another man walked to the place where Jordan and the rest 
were standing earlier. 

This person was Randall! 

Randall looked in the direction where Jordan and the rest left and 
laughed wantonly, “Hahahahaha, so I can be teleported to Levana’s 
planet at Lake Maracaibo. Why would I need that old fellow, Mike Baylor, 
to guide me?! 

“My good nephew, thank you so much for telling me such a big secret. 
How can the cultivation planet not have me, Randall? Hehe, I’m the 
leader of the mutants. Even if I go to another planet, I’ll definitely be able 
to dominate the region! My good nephew, my good son, and my good 
lover. Cultivate on the outer planet first. I’ll come and find you soon. 
Hehe!” 

… 

Celestial King Planet. 

After an unknown period of time, Jordan slowly opened his eyes and 
saw a completely unfamiliar world. 

While his eyes were hazy, his ears heard many sounds. There were 
birds chirping, the cries of unknown animals, and the noisy voices of 
humans. 

Jordan opened his eyes. The dazzling sunlight shone on his eyes and he 
could not take it anymore. After a long time, he slowly adapted to the 
environment here. 

At this moment, he realized that he was lying in a corner of a busy street, 
surrounded by pedestrians. 

Among these people, there were Asians like him, whites, blacks, and 
people who looked green and blue. 



Moreover, their styles and clothes were all different. It could be said that 
the street was filled with all kinds of people. 

Jordan stood up and looked at the street. There was food, drinks, and 
some shops beside it. Jordan realized that the decorations of these 
shops were very similar to the ancient period of China. They were low 
and short, with green bricks and tiles. 

However, from afar, there were magnificent buildings in front of him. He 
saw a tall building that towered into the sky. Jordan had never seen such 
a tall building on Earth. 

Moreover, when he looked up, he realized that there were UFO-like 
vehicles flying in the sky. They were all very fast. When he saw that he 
had stepped into a high-level civilization all of a sudden, he could not 
help but sigh, “This place is too prosperous!” 

However, this caused the mysterious man to laugh. “Hahaha, this is 
Three Rivers Avenue. It’s one of the poorest places in the Eternal 
Federation. To think you still think it’s prosperous.” 

It turned out that he had landed in a relatively poor and backward place 
on the Celestial King Planet. He did not know where Salvatore and the 
other two had landed. 

Jordan tried to take a few steps forward and realized that the 
pedestrians were in a hurry. However, no one was looking at him. 

As someone from another planet, he was actually not valued? 

It seemed that this planet was very inclusive and wouldn’t judge people 
by their appearances. 

Jordan walked closer to some people and realized that he could 
understand what they were saying. 

“Senior, why can I understand what they’re saying?” 



The mysterious man said, “When you reach the Celestial King Planet, 
the language here will be automatically translated. This is also a type of 
technology. There is no second language here.” 

Jordan was slightly surprised. He took out his phone and tried to call or 
send Whatsapp messages to Salvatore and the others. As expected, he 
could not send them. 

How could there be Verizon on another planet? 

As he ventured forward, Jordan continued to stroll on the streets. He 
was a little hungry when he saw the things sold in a snack bar. He did 
not expect this interstellar trip to consume so much stamina. He had 
already eaten before he came. 

Jordan noticed that a customer paid a purple gold coin when he was 
buying something. 

The mysterious man said, “That’s called a purple gold coin and is the 
currency used here. On the Celestial King Planet, without money, you 
can’t do anything, be it cultivation or survival.” 

Jordan smiled lightly. He had the ability to make something out of 
nothing. How could he be short of money? 

  

 


